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ecuanome
ecuanome is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fair" as meaning:<br>I think that the question is fair. It means
balanced, weighted, calm, sensible, impartial, fair, equitable, neutral, objective, straight.

ecuo
It was the name of a people from ancient Italy of the pre-Roman era.  They were enemies of Rome.  It means fair,
straight, whole. 

edafón
Edafon is the soil biota.  It is the set of organisms living in the soil.  The Edafon consists of edafoflora and adeafofauna
subsets.

edam
Edam is incorrectly written, and should be written as Edam (proper name).  being its meaning: the correct term is Edam
(is his own name).  It is the name of a small Dutch town in the North of Amsterdam, famous for its cheeses.

edburga
It is a woman's name of English origin.  Variant Eadburth .  Name of several English saints.  Saint Edburga of Bicester
was an English abbess, nun and saint of the seventh century.  Saint Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet, was a Princess of
Wesses in the eighth century.  The daughter of King Centwine.  Saint Edburga of Wínchester, also known as Edburga of
Nunnaminster, was princess and declared a saint.  She lived in the tenth century and was the daughter of King Edward
the Elder.  There was also St. Edburga of Repton or St. Edburga of Southwell, who was the daughter of King Ealdwulf. 
Name of an asteroid . 

edda
Edda is a name of Germanic origin and means famous, owning the fame, the glory.  Variant of Eda.  That is healthy and
happy.

edda-
Edda is a name of German origin and means famous, possessing fame, glory.  Variant Eda .  That he is in good health
and is happy.  Name of an asteroid ( 673 ) .  It was named after a collection of Nordic tales.  It was initially dubbed 1908
EA by astronomers. 

eddo
It is one of the common names of a plant of the Araceae family, of scientific name Colocasia esculenta.  Known by other
names such as taro, pituca Eastern malanga, Cocoyam Chinese, Chinese bore.  If it is eaten raw it is toxic.  It is cooked
edible and used in the stews.  Although he is of Asian origin is cultivated in many parts of the world.

edecán
It's a galicist.  It comes from "aide de camp" (field assistant).  Personal assistant, trusted assistant.  It's a special rank of
a military officer.  Military who exclusively assists, accompanies and assists another of higher rank or a personality.

edema de pulmon
It is a swelling caused by the accumulation of water in the pleura. Pleurisy.



edemico
The correct term is edémico, with tilde.  It means relative or related to "Eden."  Edenic.  A well-known Edémico event is
that of the apple and the serpent.

eder
Eder is a male name of Basque origin and means beautiful, beautiful.  Oder is the name of several footballers.  Aleixo de
Assis was a Brazilian footballer who played for the major team from 1979 to 1986.  He played in the World Cup of
Mexico 86.  Eder is also the name of a footballer born in Guinea Bisau and nationalized Portuguese.  His full name is
Ederzito António Macedo Lopes and he was champion at Euro 2016 .  Eder is also the name of a Brazilian footballer,
who is an Italian national footballer.  Its full name is Oder Martins Citadin .  In Colombia Eder is also a surname, well
known for being a family of sugar industrialists of the Valle del Cauca.  It is a surname originally from Latvia.

edera
The correct term is Hedera, with h.  It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Araliaceae.  They are popularly
known as ivy or vines and are climbing plants. 

edén
In Hebrew it means place of pleasure, steppe, garden.  In that same language it means delight, delight, pure and
natural.  Earthly paradise, where according to the Holy Bible (in the Book of Genesis), the first man and woman lived.  It
is a name of biblical origin and can be used interchangeably by men and women.  Name of Nicaraguan Sandinista
guerrilla, whose full name was Edén Atanacio Pastora Gómez.  Name of a Shopping Center in Bogotá. 

edén
In Hebrew it means place of pleasure, steppe, garden.  In that same language it means delight, delight, pure and
natural.  Earthly paradise, where according to the Holy Bible (in the Book of Genesis), the first man and woman lived.  It
is a name of biblical origin and can be used interchangeably by men and women.  Name of Nicaraguan Sandinista
guerrilla, whose full name was Edén Atanacio Pastora Gómez.  Name of a Shopping Center in Bogotá. 

edilisia
The correct term is building or building, with c .  It means relative to the buildings or members in Colombia of a Local
Board of Directors.  Building also means related to construction, buildings, buildings or architectural development.

edirne
The correct term is Edirne ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a city of European Turkey formerly called Adrianopolis or
Hadrianopolis.  It is in the fertile coastal plain of Thrace and is crossed by the river Pleven.

edisona
From Edison, dedicated to Edison.  It is the name of an asteroid dedicated to Thomas Alva Edison.  It belongs to the
Eos Asteroid Group. 

editar
In the film it means trim or delete scenes that are not considered adequate or good quality.  Modify, in short.  It also
means publish, print, broadcast, disclose, issue, pull, launch.

edith
Edith is a woman of German descent.  It means struggling to his domains, which has possessions.  Edy, Eady variants. 



Eddy.

edículo
It's kind of a kiosk or temple.  Gazebo, small architectural structure consisting of ceiling and support, and which does not
have side walls.  It is usually built for religious purposes.

edna
It is a name of Hebrew origin woman.  Means pleasure, providing fun.

edna-
Edna was the name of Methuselah's wife, according to the Holy Bible and therefore was the grandmother of Noah.  445
Asteroid Name. 

edo
Name of Tokyo in ancient times.  It is also short for Edward and Exodus (the book of the Bible).  Name of the Tokugawa
Period, Shogunate or Interrupted Peace Period, in the history of Japan from the years 1603 to 1868. 

edredón
Quilt is a word of French origin, which means padding, filling.  Cover of feathers or cotton filling.  In Colombia is
synonymous with blanket, blanket, blanket, bedspread, blanket, padding.

edson
It is a male name of English origin and means son of warrior.  Edson is the first name of Pelé (Edson Arantes do
Nascimento).

eduardiana
In Arquitectura it is a varinate of the Neo-Baroque style.  It means concerning Edward (specifically King Edward VII of
England).  It is characteristic in many public buildings.  It reflects a time of transition, between opulence and luxury to a
modernity of utility and simplicity. 

eduardoño
Colombia is a venture paisa dedicated to the commercialization of boats, outboard and general Motors all related to the
nautical.  In the beginning he was selling lamps and kitchenettes (1946).  In recent years, is championed in promoting
clean and innovative energy treatment plants of water tanks and water storage containers for sale, environmental
solutions for farms, supply of lubricants and advice and technical support in fumigations.   Provides technical service and
spare parts for agricultural machinery.  It is the apocope of Eduardo Londoño.

educación secundaria
In Colombia it is equivalent to high school.  Education taught between the sixth and eleventh grades. 

edulcoramiento
It is the action or effect of sweetening.  It means sweetening with a sweetener (substance that replaces sugar).  By
extension soften a penalty or pain .  Make some affliction bearable.  Duplicate, comfort.



edun
edun is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Edun or EDUN" being its meaning:<br>EDUN is a fashion brand
founded in 2005 by Ali Hewson and Bono to promote trade in Africa through the purchase of production across the
continent. In 2009 EDUN became part of the LVMH group. It has headquarters in Dublin, Ireland and New York in the
United States. The name EDUN resulted from NUDE " nude " spelled backward, to suggest " natural " and the garden of
Eden ).

edwin
It is a male name of English origin meaning rich friend or rich friend.  It also means guardian of riches.  It can mean
Edward.  Diminutive of Eward or Edward. 

eesther
The correct name is Ester or Esther. It is a name of biblical origin woman. It means the star that lights up.

efame
efame is incorrectly written, and should be written as "HEFAME" being its meaning:<br>Efame does not exist in the
Spanish language. However if HEFAME, which is the pharmaceutical Guild of the Hefame group Mediterraneo.el was
founded in the Decade of the 1950s in Murcia as pharmaceutical Brotherhood of Mediterranean S.C.L., a
pharmaceutical wholesale distribution cooperative.

efe
It is the name of the Spanish News Agency.  It is a Spanish State Trading Society.  It was founded in Burgos.  Name of
the sixth letter of our alphabet.

efebofilia
It is the attraction that older people feel for having relationships with young people or teenagers. 

efebologia
It is a branch of psychology which studies the phenomena of puberty and adolescence.  Study of the juvenile stage or
training of the human being.

efebologia concepto
The concept of efebologia is that the adolescent patient or which is in puberty, has many changes physical,
physiological and mental, different from other States, or stages of life by which deserve to be treated special and
separate.

efebología
Efebologia is the part of science that is responsible for studying all the phenomena of adolescence and puberty.

efectivo
In Colombia cash.  True, real, safe, definitive, unquestionable.  Ticket, liquid.  It also means that it is efficient,
operational, functional, efficient.  To comply with the purpose or function.

efecto dominó
It is the same as the reaction chain or sequential damages.  Means series of events presenting one's after another.



efecto nocebo
It is an effect that is negative but controlled.  Effect, harmful, harmful or harmful.  It is used in some kinds of
Homeopathic treatments, especially to obtain a natural reaction of the organism to a disease. 

efedrina
It is the name of an alkaloid that is obtained from the plants of the Genus Ephedra and that belong to the family
Ephedraceae.  It is used as a bronchodilator and nasal decongestant. 

efedrinas
It is a plant alkaloid chemically is an amine.  In some cases used as obstetric anesthetic.  Is obtained from plants like the
Ephedra distachya ( Ephedra or Ma huang ) , the Ephedra funerea and AIDS cordifolia ( Bullet )

efelides
Ephelides is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Freckles" being its meaning:<br>The freckles are the same
freckles or liver spots that appear on the skin by the action of ultraviolet light from the Sun, a product of excessive
exposure. Macules of small brown skin that appear by exposure to the Sun. Nevus.

efémeros
It is one of the common names of the plant Iris foetidissima of the Iridaceae family.  He is known by other names such
as Cattail, Cattail stinking, fetid belfry, Lily water, fetid Lily, Lily smelly Wolf rose, xiride, iride.

efialtes
ephialtes is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ephialtes ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In Greek it
means nightmare.  It was the name of a giant Shepherd, son of Euridemo, who betrayed Leonidas for the Persian king
Xerxes I.

eficaria
The correct term is Ficaria.  It is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Ranunculaceae.  It is a plant
known as a gold button, centella or celidonia.  Its scientific name is Ficaria communis .

efisivo
efisivo is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'Efusivo' being its meaning:<br>They sought to enter effusive,
remember that the i and u are followed on the keyboard. It means loving, friendly, euphoric, expressive, expansive,
affectionate, enthusiastic, friendly, friendly. If it was eficivo, although it is not used it can be efficient, effective.

efímera
To say that it occurs or becomes in a short time.  Fleeting, brief, fleeting, transient, temporary, short.

efímero
Means that it is very short-lived, elusive, brief, fleeting, short, perishable, temporary, transitory.

efrit
It means genius or spirit.  Genius of Arab narratives. 



efulcorar
The correct term is to sweeten, it means sweetening.  By extension it is used to indicate the process of bringing
something painful or distressing to a more bearable or bearable situation.  Comfort.

efusión
Action or effect of manging, flowing or spilling (referring to a liquid, especially blood).  Flow, emanation, spillage,
watering.  Action or effect that reflects effusiveness, affection or intense joy.  In Physics, it is also a process that occurs
when a gas that is under pressure escapes from a container to the outside through a hole or an opening.

efusiva
It means affectionate, cordial, expressive, expansive, affectionate, enthusiastic, friendly.  In geology and volcanology it is
the type of eruption in which lava flows very slowly and without explosiveness or violence. 

efusividad
Feeling that reflects a lot of affection, friendship.  Intense display of affection, affection or joy.  Expansiveness,
enthusiasm, cordiality, affection.  . 

egabrense
It means natural from Igabrum, which was the name given to the city of Cabra in antiquity by the Romans.  Natural of
Cabra, a Spanish city in the Province of Córdoba. 

egeria
It was also called Eteria, Aetheria, Etheria, Artery or Geria.  It was the name of a traveler and writer from Seville of the
fourth century.  She was also known as "the fearless pilgrim".  She was a very wealthy Galician who lived in Galicia and
the Holy Land.  She is considered by many authors to be the first Spanish explorer.  Name of an asteroid . 

egesitatrigarante
egesitatrigarante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Army Trigarante" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is trigarante army. It is one army also called the three warranty. It existed between 1820 1825 ny commanded by
Agustín de Iturbide in Mexico and acted on that country's independence.

egina
Name of a Greek island in the Aegean Sea.  In Greek mythology it was the name of a nymph who was the daughter of
Asopus and Metope.  She was the sister of Thebe and mother of Eaco and Menetius. 

egipto
The correct term is Egypt.  Arab country located in the extreme north eastern Africa, with coastline on the Mediterranean
Sea and the Red Sea.  Its Capital is Cairo.  Its official name is the Arabic Republic of Egypt.

egloga
The correct term is eclogue (with accent).  It means poetic composition of shepherds and the countryside life.  It also
tells stories of love between pastors.

egoic
The correct term is ego. It is the person who feels uncomfortable or annoying when prompted.



egoicas
The correct term is ego. They are the people who feel uncomfortable or annoying when you request them.

egoico
ego is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ego" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is ego. It is the person
who feels uncomfortable or annoying when prompted.

egoísmo
Egocentric defect.  It's an attitude that hinders interpersonal relationships.  Attitude that puts one's own interests before
the interests of others.  It means self-centeredness, egolatry, personalism, egotism, individualism.  It can also mean
greed, greed, pettiness, ambition.  Name of a song of folklore Llanero, composed by Julio Miranda (Julián Antonio
Indriago Díaz, Venezuelan) and success by Reynaldo Armas.

egollante
It means proud, pedantic or conceited.  Vain. 

egombegombe
It is one of the common names held almendron, scientific name Terminalia tree catappa in the Combretaceae family.  It
is also called almond, false kamani and Malabar almond.  It is also the name of a beautiful beach at Bata, Equatorial
Guinea.

egóico
Egomaniac to the extreme.  Person who professes love or affection in excess for himself. 

egótico
Person who brags excessively about himself.  Smug, vain.  Who has or suffers from egotism. 

egrafia
egrafia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Egrafia or e-grafia" being its meaning:<br>You can also write
e-grafia. They are the addresses of web pages that are consulted at the time of making a research paper.

egregio
It means that it stands out, which is important, very illustrious and very recognized.  Insigne, preclear, famous, illustrious,
glorious, remarkable.

egregios
Plural of egregio that means that it excels, that it is important, very illustrious and very recognized.  Illustrious, preclaros,
famous, illustrious, glorious, remarkable. 

egresos
Mean outputs, payment.  It can also mean degrees in an educational institution.

egurre
Egurre is a Basque Word. Means wood.



eguzkilore
It is a common name in the Basque language of a plant of the family Asteraceae, of the genus Carlina.  It is also called
chameleon, carduncho, sesame, golden thistle, San Pelegrín, carlina, carlina angelica, cardunquera, comb.  Her
scientific name is Carlina acaulis.  In Basque he translates Flor del Sol.  In many houses it is placed on the doors as a
good luck charm. 

eigon
eigon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eigon" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Eigon. Is the name of a
recreation center and hotel located in the heart of the Picos de Europa, in the heart of Cordillera Cantabrica ( 41 Spain;.
Mountain home.

eilais
It's more suitable Eylais.  It is the name of a worm in Ancient Greek.  It is the name of a group of mites that live in the
water.  Aquatic mites.  They have their legs adapted for swimming.  They were described by the French entomologist
Pierre André Latreille.

eilyn
It is a woman's name that has Hebrew origins.  Eileen or Eilim is also used.  It means oasis (or haven of peace, beautiful
and tranquil lake).  In some texts it appears as being of Greek origin and means beautiful as the sun.  Ray of light, the
one that shines. 

eionaletherium
It means beast that roams the beach.  The term assigned by Dr.  Ascanio Rincón, is formed with the Greek words eion
(coast), ale (roam, move ) and therium ( beast ).  It was the name of a prehistoric giant sloth, which existed in the
Miocene, in Colombia and Venezuela.

eipneico
eipneico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eupneico" as meaning:<br>It is a medical term to refer the
patient does not have any kind of obstructions in the airway. That has normal breathing.

eja
It is the name of a fregresia of Portugal, which belongs to the municipality of Penafiel.  In Colombia EJA is the
abbreviation or code assigned by the Aerocivil to the Yariguies airport in the city of Bucaramanga.  In English stands for
"The European Journal of anaesthesia" (European Journal of Anesthesiology).

ejalé
It's an exclamation of surprise, usually faked. 

ejecutado
It's a turning point of running.  It means doing, performing, complying, performing, making.  It also means to justice, kill,
sacrifice, eliminate, liquidate, shoot.

ejemplificador
It means serving as example, which is something worthy of display (used to learn or to emulate).  Is the same as given
as examples, illustrative, demonstrative.



ejemplificante
It also means that it serves as experience.  That serves as a warning, which serves as a model, pattern or sample.

ejemplo de yuxta
It is a Latin prefix meaning beside, together a. juxtapose is placed to the side of.

ejemplos de choquerrero
examples of choquerrero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chocarrero" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is plume.  It makes references to chocarrero spirits or mocking spirits.  they are usually children who want
to play or seeking the light.  A ghost that turns on and turns off lights or opening a tap.

ejercito independentista
Independence army is the same as liberator army or army Patriot.  It is the generic name that referred to the set of
militias that fought for the independence of American republics of the Spanish domain.  The most notable were those of
Mexico and the Bolivarian republics.  There is currently a Kachin Independence Army in Burma.

ejido
In Colombia it is a land that borders a municipality or town and of which its owner is not known.  They are generally
considered communal land or state land and without holder.  Wasteland.

ekard
Ekard, means nothing, although it might be card in Hindi language.  It is the name of Drake, spelled backwards.  Was a
designation something crazy or striking one of the asteroids, using the name of Drake University.  It is a form of
designation of things rather burlesque, that generates intrigue and curiosity.  An oil well "Yenac" does not mean
anything, but that upside down means Caney (Ranch) was appointed in Colombia at one time.

ekard-
It is the name of a University (Drake), written backwards.  It is the name of an asteroid (694), which was initially named
1909 JA by astronomers. 

ekitaldia
It is a word of Basque language which means event.

el achu
It is the onomatopoeia of sneezing.  The sneezing noise.

el águila
Name of a municipality in Colombia, which belongs to the Department of Valle.  Name of one of the guardian hills of
Bogota.  Name of a mountain in the State of Oaxaca in Mexico. 

el bohlinia
It is the name of an asteroid.  Dedicated to Bohlin , from Bohlin .  It refers to the name of a genus of giraffes now extinct,
they belonged to the family Giraffidae.  It means dedicated to Bohlin (to the Swedish astronomer and scientist Karl
Petrus Theodor Bohlin).  



el boliviano
Name of the official currency of Bolivia .  Bolivian Peso .  Name of a newspaper of that country .  Also named after an
asteroid, also known as Boliviana (after Simón Bolívar). 

el bononia
Name given to an asteroid in honor of the ancient Struscan city of Felsina, which is now called Bologna in Italy
(Bologna). 

el burro hablando de orejas
In Colombia it is an expression used to refer to a person who speaks of others ( criticizes them) when he has the same
defects or makes the same mistakes. 

el capo
The Capo is the name of a novel written by the today elected Colombian Senator Gustavo Bolívar Moreno.  He has
several books of the same court.  Name of a serial Colombian television which performed several seasons.  the word
capo means head, not necessarily from the mafia, although this usage was popularized by the Italian mafia and drug
trafficking, but it can also be used in sports slang for team leader or head of Squadron (glittering figure).

el chivo
In Colombia it is an already disused term.  We called "the goat" to dirty laundry after having played a sport (which we
usually carried in a tula or briefcase).  Clothes full of dirt and sweat.

el consuelo
In Bogotá it is the name of a neighborhood and is located in front of the Exhibition Fair and the Antonio Nariño
Urbanization. 

el correo de las brujas
It is voice-to-speech information that is transmitted by way of rumor, gossip, gossip, entuncment, slander, embuste or
murmuring.

el farid
the farid is incorrectly written and it should be written as "El Farid" being its meaning:<br>Estadio Farid Richa or simply
El Farid is a soccer infrastructure located in the capital city of the State of Lara, Barquisimeto, in the part Western Centre
of Venezuela, is the headquarters of the local team of second division Union Deportivo Lara and Lara FC of police Union
Lara SC. He was baptized with that name in tribute to a prominent player of Lebanese-born Farid Richa.

el fustero
It means the carpenter, the person who works with the wood.  It can also mean turner, person who works with the lathe. 
In Forestry Sciences fuste is a way to call the trunk of the tree, to the woodable part, which confirms that fustero is a
carpenter, woodmaker or sawder. 

el llum
It is the name of a planet ice cream in the wars.

el montuno



Cuban musical rhythm .  It means that it is from the mountain, the mountain or the mountain range.  From the saw . 
Montaraz, rustic.  It can also mean shy. 

el mundo es un pañuelo
It is an expression used in Colombia and that refers to everything being small or simple when compared to the universe. 
It's similar to "how small the world is."  It means that everything can be known or known, that there is nothing that can
remain hidden forever.  That anywhere we can find someone who knows us or who knows us. 

el musicalisacion
the musicalisacion is incorrectly written and it should be written as "The musicalization." being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is the background music. It refers to the entertainment or setting of an event through the music. Part of a
festival for musical performances. It is also to teach young children, through the use of gentle tunes.

el nemausa
In Latin it is the feminine way of calling Nimes a city in France.  Name of an asteroid .  It's called that , because that's
where they discovered it. 

el origen de la palabra cihuatan
the origin of the word cihuatán is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cihuatán." being its meaning:<br>The
name of Cihuatán means " 34 woman's place; or next to the woman, name given to believe is see the silhouette of a
woman (  " cihua " in the Pipil 41 language; lying along the ridge of the volcano of Guazapa a short distance to the South
of the city of El Salvador, with that name. It has many Mayan archaeological sites.

el pastor sumo o universal
It is the same as pontiff, Pope or Holy Father.  Vicar of Christ.

el pez por la boca muere
It is a popular adage widely used in Colombia (The fish dies by its own mouth).  It refers to the fact that many people
betray themselves just by talking too much or more than necessary. 

el pinar
the pine forest is incorrectly written and it should be written as "El Pinar" being its meaning:<br>El Pinar is a town in
Granada, Andalusia-( 41 Spain;.  Pinar del Río is a municipality of Cuba.  Pinar or pinal is a seeded place of pines (
Trees of genus Pinus, family Pinaceae ).  They are characterized by needles or acuminate leaves.

el retrato
Name of several works by Vincent Van Gogh (the postman, the father or Theo, the mother or Anna Cornelia, Camille,
Adeline).  He also made several self-portraits in different poses.  There is a work by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec-Montfa,
which is called "The Portrait" or "The Portrait of Vincent Van Gogh".  The two of them were fellow painting students with
Fernand Cormon.  In Literature detailed description of a character where his physical and psychological traits are
presented.  

el seroncillo
It is a type of basket, basket or small bass drum.  It can be used as fishfishing art for fish or small-scale fish.  They are
usually made with esparto.  They are also suitable for loads of grains or fruits by the borricos.  Diminutive of serón. 
Basket, basket, capacho



el significado de hurano ybronco
the meaning of hurano ybronco is incorrectly written and it should be written as sullen and bronco.  being its
meaning:<br>I think that they sought to ask for sullen and bronco.  Unsociable means lonely, surly, antisocial, elusive,
rough, misanthropic, sullen, wild.  Bronco mean surly, rabid, wild, wild pony without Taming, bravo harsh.

el silbón
It is one of the famous myths of the Colombian Plains and venezoloano.  It is represented as a very skinny and high
character who wanders with a bag on his shoulder, which introduces the bones of those who assassinated.  It roams
wandering sheets after murdering his father.  Any version also presents him as a rider with a dark coat and his mount
that roams the plain, which comes out in the night and whistle him who intended to frighten, usually drunk and
womanizing.

el sinificado de asik
It is a Turkish surname.  Name of a named Ömer Faruk Asik Turkish basketball player.  He has played in Turkey and as
Pivot in Portland Trail Blazers NBA yChicago Bulls.

el sinififado de sill
It is an English word that means threshold, single or sill (lower part of the window).

el tabora
Name of a neighborhood and a school in Bogotá.  Name of a river in northern Portugal .   ( Tabora is also the name of
cities in Tanzania and Portugal ).  Name of an asteroid . 

el telmometro
the telmometro is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Thermometer" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is thermometer. A device used to measure the temperature.

el tololoche
The Tololoche is the same double bass. Musical instrument similar to the violin, but much longer. Touch of foot and it
has more bass. The four strings are rubbed with a bow, like the violin and the viola.

el trasmundo
It means a fictional world, a fantastic world, an imaginary world.  World that is supposed to exist after death.  Grave.

el ulula
It means small owl , buhito .  It is a way of calling the oto, zumaya or autillo, which is a small European owl.  Its scientific
name is Otus scops and it belongs to the family Strigidae.  Name of an asteroid . 

el unbound
Unbound is not a word the Spanish language but English. Means without consolidating, desamarrado, loose,
descuadernado, leafless, release. Unbound, is also a charitable foundation dedicated to the support of children of
low-income and elderly people all over the world, which is based in Kansas City.

el ve hacia adelante
It means that it is projected into the future.  It has clear to where you are going, what are its purposes.



el vocablo bonaverense a que idioma pertenese
Bonaverense is a word in the Spanish language. It is the adjective for people born in the municipality of Buenaventura,
in the Department of the Valle del Cauca, Colombia.

el wisibada
It is the name of an asteroid, whose name is due to the fact that it was dedicated to the German city of Weisbaden. 
Wisibada is the Latin name of a German city : Wiesbaden .  

el yunque
It is the name of a Mexican organization of right-wing and its premise is to defend the Catholic religion at all costs,
always fighting against the forces of Satan.

elafodo
It is the Spanishization of the term Elaphodus.  It is the name of a genus of small mammals in the family Cervidae.  It's
the same deer of coupte.  It is a small cervid found in India, China and Burma.  Its scientific name is Elaphodus
cephalophus and belongs to the Cervidae family.  Males have highly developed saber-shaped tusks.

elama
Mexican bean variety.  It is one of the common names that occurs it in Mexico to the herbaceous plant of the family
Fabaceae, scientific name Phaseolus coccineus, which also say bean bean, ayocotle, ayecote, elamajetl, elamajetl.  It is
edible from ancient times and is consumed with everything and shell or pod.  It is common in is State of Veracruz.

elay puej
It is a colloquial expression very popular especially in Santa Cruz, Bolivia and to say "so, thus", "so", "as you so be". 
Even Catholics say it is synonymous with amen.

elayo-
It is a Greek prefix meaning oil, oily substance.

elayometría
It is a method to measure the amount of oil in an oilseed.  It is measured with the aayometer.

elápidos
is the Spanishization of the term Elapidae.  It's the name of a family of poisonous snakes.

elba
Elba is a name of woman of Celtic origin and means that which comes from the mountain.  It is also the name of a
European River, which runs through Central European territories and empties into the North Sea.  It is also the name of
an Italian island.

elbrus
The correct term is Elbrus.  Elbrus or Mount Elbrus is the highest peak in Europe.  It has 5642 m.  Its North side is
considered European and South Asian.



elcano
Elcano is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of sailor Spanish who gave him around the world.  Magellan
Companion.

elda
It is a woman's name of German origin, which means warrior, fighter.  It is also the name of a Spanish municipality in the
Province of Alicante. 

eldero
Eldense , native of Elda, in the Valencian Community.  Concerning Elda, a Spanish municipality 

eldritch
Eldritch is an Italian progressive metal band formed in 1991. The band was formed in 1991 by Terence Holler, Eugene
Simone and Adriano Dal Canto, and was characterized by strong connotations of progressive metal, whose main
influences are Fates Warning, Coroner, Annihilator.

eldy
It is a woman's name of German origin.  It's Elda's variant.  It means fighter. 

ele
Ironically, I accept.  Name of a letter of the alphabet (l).   Name of a river in the Arauca Department, Colombia.  ELE :
Abbreviated name of an Educational Program in Colombia, which is called "Spanish as a Foreign Language". 

elecciones
Plural of choice.  It is the process to choose or to be chosen.  Votes.  Decisions, preferences, elections, votes.

elector
It means you can choose.  Person authorized to cast a vote.  Suffrage.

electromovilidad
It is the mobility that is done in electric vehicles. 

elefantito
It's a way of calling an elephant's baby.  Small elephant, diminutive elephant. 

elefilia
It is a sexual obsession with tissues.

elegancia
Quality of the elegant .  Features that characterize who is elegant or fine.  Porte, lordship, finesse, taste, distinction. 

elegir seleccionar
Choose, select, are two synonyms for choose.



eleje
In Hungarian or Magyar language, it means early in the morning.

elena
Elena is incorrectly written and it should be written as Elena ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Elena ( 41 own name;.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means beautiful and radiant as the Sun.  Helena
Variant.  Helena h and used as noun to say Greek, originally of Hellas.

elenco
In Colombia it is a magazine about the show that is published weekly with the newspaper El Tiempo .  Group of people
who work for a common purpose.  Working Group, cast of a work, team.

eleococa
It is the name of a genus of plants that belongs to the family Euphorbiaceae.  It has very oily seeds from which an oil is
extracted widely used as varnish.  There are only two species, one native to India and one native to China.  They are
called varnish trees.

eleomiel
It is the name of a plant substance, of medicinal uses and obtained from plants of the genus Melampodium and the
family Asteraceae.  It has seeds that are propagated by the wind.

eleonorita
Diminutive of Eleonora, which is a name of woman of Greek origin and means beautiful as the sun.  Radiant as the Sun.
 It is variant of the name Elena.  It is also the name of a mineral of the Family of Belarus.  It was named after the name
of the mine where it was found in Germany (Mina Eleonore).  It is also called oxyberaunimmunity.  It has red and reddish
prism crystals.

elephantidae
It is the latin name or scientific in animal taxonomy of the elephants or Elephantidae family name. The elephants or
Elephantidae ( Elephantidae. ) they are a family of placental mammals of the order Proboscidea. Formerly were
classified, along with other mammals in thick skin, in the order, now invalid, the pachyderms ( Pachydermata )

elesvan
Elesvan is an online community aimed at targeting young college or professional in the first years of work experience. A
services platform is product of an entrepreneurial project, sponsored by BBVA. Its field is currently Mexico and
Colombia.

eleuteria
Eleuteria is a woman's name of Greek origin.  It means the one that's free.  It is the female version of Eleuterio.  It's the
Same Libertas of the Romans.  Name of the Greek goddess of Liberty.  In Botany Eleutheria is synonymous with
Cyathea, which is the name of a genus of plants in the family Cyatheaceae, which are tree ferns with scales.

eleuterio
It means the one who is free.  The one who thinks or speaks freely.  It is a male name of Greek origin.  It was an epithet
given to Dionysios and Eros the gods of Olympus.   Liberating, free.  Its diminutive is Lute.  Female Eleuteria .  Name of
a Catholic Saint who was Pope Number 13. 



eleuterofobia
It means fear of freedom, phobia or fear of being free. 

eleutheria
The correct term is Eleutheria or Eleuteria.  It is a female name of Greek origin and means which is free.  Eleuterio male
version.

eléboro
Common name of a toxic plant of the family Ranunculaceae.  Its scientific name is Helleborus foetidus and it is known
as silly marijuana, chavera, baladre, crossbowmen's grass, snake herb.  

elfo
It means genius, elf, spirit.  In Scandinavian culture and mythology he was a young spirit who lived in the forest.  He was
considered immortal. 

elfriede
The correct term is Elfreide ( it is a proper name in German ).  It is a name of Germanic origin woman and means
recommended by the Elves.  Variant Alfreda, Alfredo.  The Elves were mythological creatures of great beauty according
to Nordic culture.  It was believed that they were of great health and immortal.

elias
It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  It means God's instrument.  Name of one of the greatest prophets according to the
Holy Bible. 

elido
Inflection of elidir.  It means to bad, to deteriorate, to frustrate, to damage. 

eliezer
It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin male.  Means God is help.  Eliazar Variant.

elif
It's a woman's name of Turkish origin.  Name of a Turkish television series featuring the story of a girl.  It has been
characterized by being very extensive and takes many seasons.

elim
Place where the Israelites camped "near the water" when they roamed the desert, after the flight from Egypt.  Oasis.  
According to the Bible, there were 12 water wells and 70 palm trees.

eliminado
It means that it didn't test or the Eliminator, disqualified, excluded, separate clause, paragraph, scrapped.  It also means
murdered, killed, killed, liquidated, executed.

elimine
It's a tipping into eliminating.  It means to exclude, discard, remove, delete, discard, kill, annihilate, destroy, excrete.



elio
It is a male name of Greek origin.  It means sun, which is like the sun, it shines.  Helium Variant .  Sun God in Greek
Mythology.

eliobardo
It is a male name of Greek origin.  It is also used with h.  It means the poet of the sun (Helio means sun and bard, poet). 

elipsis
It is the suppression of an element in a sentence, speech or narration, without it losing meaning.  Omission of a narrative
element that can be considered unnecessary.  Delete something that is over-understood in a text. 

elisa
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It means the one that is helped by God, the one that God helps.  Name of two
Argentine towns, ina is in the Province of Chaco and another in the Province of Santa Fe.  Name of the first Queen of
Carthage, who was also called Dido.  Highly specialized antigen laboratory test. 

elisabet
It is one of the ways of writing Elizabeth.  It is a variant of Elisa (in English).  It is a name of Hebrew origin woman and
means that loves God.

elisabetha
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Fabaceae.  It is used as a woman's name and is a variant of
Elizabeth and Elisa.  This name is of Biblical origin and means the one who loves God.  Asteroid name dedicated to
Elisa Wolf, mother of the discoverer (Maximilian Franz Joseph Cornelius Wolf). 

elisana
It means Lucena, a Spanish city of the Province of Córdoba, in the Autonomous Community of Andalusia.  It was also
the old name of that city.  The gentile of a woman born in Lucena, can be lucentine or elisana. 

eliseo
It is a name of Hebrew origin that means God protects his health.  It is considered an abbreviation of Elisha or Elishua
which means God is my salvation.  Name of a Hewbrean prophet who lived in Israel between 850 and 800 BC.  Name of
a mountain or elevation of Mars (Elysium Mons) and a plain or plain on the same planet (Elysium Planitia). 

elisha
It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  It means God is my salvation.  It is considered an abbreviation of the name Elishua. 
Elijah.  It is used in English as a translation of Elijah.  Name in Hebrew of a prophet, who was a disciple and successor
of the prophet Elijah.  It is also used as a woman's given name.  Name of a Canadian actress (Elisha Cuthbert) and
another British actress (Elisha Applebaum). 

elith
It is a name of Hebrew origin and means God helps me. 

elitización
Action and effect of elitist which means having a pro-prone attitude to refined tastes and preferences or that depart from



those of the community in general.  Select , choose . 

elitrocele
In Medicine it is a herniated intestine that descends into the peritoneal sac and displaces the back wall of the vagina
through the vulva.  The word comes from the Greek Elytron (vagina) and kélé ( hernia).  It is also called Vaginal
Enterocele.

elizabeth
It is one of the ways to write Elisabeth.  It is a variant of Elisa.  It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin and means the
one who loves God. 

elías
It is a male name of Hebrew origin meaning the instrument of God, which has been used by God.  Name of one of the
Hebrew Prophets of the Old Testament, who lived in the ninth century BC.  Name of a Greek Neoplatonic philosopher of
the sixth century AD.  It is also used as a surname of Spanish origin. 

elkartegia
elkartegia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Alkartegia" as meaning:<br>The correct term is alkartegia.  It
is a word in the Basque language which means tent cards.

ellesmere
Ellesmere is incorrectly written and it should be written as Ellesmere ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Ellesmere ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of one of the islands of the archipelago of islands of Queen
Elizabeth, the most northerly of all the of the archipelago Arctic Canadian.  It is the third among the largest in Canada
and the tenth in the world, slightly smaller in size than Britain.

elly
The correct term is Elly ( it is a proper name ).  It is a woman's name that is used in Iran.  Name of one of the characters
of the Iranian film " A propósito de Elly " which corresponds to a teacher who mysteriously disappears.  It is the apocope
of Eliana.

elocuación
elocuacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Utterance" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
utterance.  It is the way of talking to express a concept.  Form or way to select, sort, and distribute thoughts and words
in a speech.  Fluency, ardor, and fluency in speaking.

elocuente
A person who has the ability to speak fluently.  A person who has a knack for speaking, who is characterized by
eloquence.  Easy to speak, chat, or talk, especially in public.  That its characteristic is the chatter, the verbiage, the
abundance of words in an allocution.  That it has ease of expression. 

elocuentes
Plural of eloquent .  People who speak fluently.  People who have the facility for speaking, which is characterized by
eloquence.  Easy to speak, chat, or talk, especially in public.  That its characteristic is the chatter, the verbiage, the
abundance of words in an allocution.  They have ease of expression. 



elogiado
It is an inflection of praise.  It means praise, extol, loar, exalt, ponder, commend, applaud, exalt, cheer.

elogiarlo
It is an inflection of praise, which means to praise, praise, extol, ponder, exalt, exalt, acclaim. 

eloísa
There are two versions about the origin of this female name.  One says that it is of Latin origin, that it derives from the
male name Eloy and that it means the one chosen by God.  Another version says that it is of German origin and that it
means famous warrior. 

elongación
It means elongation, stretching.  Exercise consisting of stretching a muscle or limb.  Also in Astronomy can be the
angular distance of an astro to the sun, relative to our planet. 

elongado
It means lengthening, stretching, subjecting to mechanical traction.  Extend by pulling at the ends. 

elopo
Elopo is a Greek prefix ( ellops ) which means snake, a form of tape.  Elopomorfos fish are sound like snakes or Ribbon
dorma, belt.  They are generally marine: eels, moray eels, Conger eels.  Some fish species but they do not resemble
snakes in adult State, may belong to this so heterogeneous superorder.  The reason is that in larval States have shape
of snake or tape.  This occurs with the tarpon among others.

elotiza
Name given in Mexico to the feast of the harvest of corn (tender ears of corn, in Colombia we call chocolos).  In
Colombia we say mazorcada or chocolera.  They eat corn roasted or boiled, in the corn belt, rose or cornfield, which
Mexicans call the milpa.

eloy
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means God's chosen one. 

elpénor
It was the name of the (younger) child of the rowers of Ulysses, in the mythology of ancient Greece.  He died after falling
from a roof in the middle of a guava or aftermath of wine.  Elpenor syndrome, is a form of sleep disorder, consisting of
difficulty waking up or do this bad temper or aggressiveness or Hypersomnia.  It can cause accidents.

elpis
It means "hope," Elpida.  Goddess of Hope of the Greeks and equivalent to Spes among the Romans.  She is listed as
the daughter of Nyx or Zeus.  mother of Feme (Fama).  Name of an asteroid . 

elsa
It is a woman's name of Germanic origin.  It is considered a variant of Elisa.  It means the one who loves God.  It is also
the name of an asteroid 182. 



eltanin
It is also called Etamin.  Other names by which he identifies are: Ettanin, Etannin, Etanim and Etamin.  It is the name of
the brightest star in the Draco or Dragon Constellation.  The word is of Arabic origin and means Serpent. 

eluayotl
It is a word of Nahuatl origin, meaning spirit, soul, soul, ghost.  It is used as a male name in Mexico. 

eluir
In chemistry is the way of extracting a liquid previously absorbed by a substance through the use of an appropriate
chemical.  Remove, drag.

elul
In Akkadian means harvest and purification.  Elul is the last month of the modern Hebrew calendar.

elus
It is a Word of the French language that means elected or elected.  Name given to the Freemason Knights (Elus Cohen,
Elected Priest).  In French it is "Ordre des Chevaliers Ma'ons Élus Co-ns de lUnivers", which means "Order of the
Knights Elus Cohen of the Universe or Order of the Mason Knights, Elected Priests of the Universe"

elusión
It means evasion.  It is the action or effect of circumventing, which means avoiding, dodging, circumventing.  Shun,
refuse.  Avoid an obligation with cheating.  It is a tax crime. 

elusivo
It means that it eludes, that avoids, that dodges, that it circumvents. 

elvira
Elvira is incorrectly written and should be written as "Elvira ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a name of
Arab origin woman and want to tell the Lady Princess, very elegant and dignified Lady.  There is another version that
says that it is of Germanic origin, meaning noble, the protective. Lady of darkness ( Mistress of the Dark ) ,
personifocada by Cassandra Petterson in a horror movie. Colds, flu, cold in Cuba.

elyita
It means born, resident or related to Ely.  It is the name of an island, a County.  a region and a city in England.

em portugues
These words are not language Spanish, but Portuguese. Em Português, means exactly that: in Portuguese. It is
generally encyclopedic dictionaries that give definitions in several languages.

ema
EMA or Emma is a name of Germanic origin woman and means full of energy, vitality.  It is an acronym in Spanish of the
European Medicines Agency (by the European Medicines Agency English).

emaciación



It is an ongoing process of weight loss and malnutrition.  Weakening, flaking, becoming emaciated.  It leads to a general
weakening and may end with death.  Skeletonization.  It can be generated by different factors including infections.

emancipado
It means that he has been released, become independent. That has left slavery and humiliation. Free, independent,
manumit, redeem, detach, separate action.

emancipatorio
It means that it liberates, independent.  May it redeem.  Liberator, independence, redeemer.  It also means that it
separates, that it unlinks. 

emanuela
Emanuela is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Emanuela; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
name of Hebrew origin woman and means God is with us. Emanuel male Variant.  It is the name of a brand of swimwear
for women.

emascular
In Botany it is to extract or remove the stamens from a flower before it opens.  In Veterinary Medicine it is to remove the
testicles and penis to a male.  Capar , castrar .  Leave eunuch, sterilize. 

embadurnadas
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying besmeared, coated, anointed, greasy, dirty, stained, muddy.

embadurnado
It means smeared with a fatty or sticky substance.  Inflection of smearing or smearing, which means impregnated with
fatty or sticky substance. 

embadurnar
In Colombia it means spreading fat or some sticky substance.  Saturate or cover a surface with some thick and sticky
substance.  Grease. 

embajadora
A woman who works representing the government of her country in a foreign country.  In Colombia nickname of a player
of the women's team of Millonarios.  Relating to Millionaires .  Nickname of the Fan of Millionaires . 

embalaje
In Colombia it means sprint, top.  It is also all kinds of wrapping or container that has a commodity to be able to be
transported.

embalajes
In Colombia means auctions, sprints.  Definition to pure speed.  Also in cycling are referred to as packaging to the
intermediate goals that give special score.  Special packaging of goods sensitive to facilitate their safe transportation.

embarazar



It means fertilizing, pregnant.  Spawn, fertilize.  It can also mean hindering, impeding, or hindering a person's movement
or activity.  Hinder or cause embarrassment or worry to another. 

embarazo
Pregnancy.  The stage of gestation of a fetus in the mother's womb.  The period of development of the fetus from the
time of conception to delivery.  Difficulty, stumble.  Limitation to react, difficulty generated by a bad moment or the
occurrence of something unexpected.  Embarrassment. 

embarazoso
It means embarrassing, which caused embarrassment.  Disconcerting, which causes turmoil.  Overwhelming, difficult,
annoying, hindrance. 

embarcación johnson
On the Atlantic Coast and the Magdalena River Basin in Colombia you are told Johnson or simply Johnson boat to an
outboard motor boat. 

embargado
It's a bending place.  It means kidnapping, holding, stopping, confiscating, removing, seizing, seizing.  Well it cannot be
fully enjoyed by its owner due to an order or a court action that holds it or confiscates it.

embarradas
In Colombia it can mean blunders, notorious mistakes.  It also means smeared mud, mud or silt.

embarrutarse
Getting muddy, dirty or smeared especially with mud, mud or silt.  Get muddy. 

embastar
In Colombia it is to sew the coffee coasts with a hooded needle and with large stitches.  To return something strong or
ordinary.  Knit with large stitches.

embate
It means onslaught, rush or impetious attack.  Attack.  Strong blow given by waves or strong winds.  I find bloody and
strong. 

embaucadoras
It refers to women through the use of its attributes lie and commit crimes.  Scammers, timadoras, Liars, embusteras,
false, engatusadoras.

embárcase
It is an inflection of embark. It means get or take a boat, a boat. Get on the boat, go to navigate. In Colombia we also
use the term embark to tell that someone has decided to do something ( usually refers to a business or a task that
generates some difficulty ).

embeberse



It means abstaining, self-absorbed.  Be in a state of introspection or abstraction.

embebido
Mean absorbed, lelo, that it does not blink of the attentive which is in something.  Spellbound, dumbfounded, smitten.

embeleco
In Colombia it means foolishness, stubbornness, annoyance, discomfort, perish. 

embelecos
Plural of embeleco .  In Colombia it means foolishness, stubbornness, annoyance, discomfort, perish.  It can also mean
unusual enthusiasm, chochera.  Something that looks at our minds, that captivates us or bewers us.  Arrobo,
fascination, spell. 

embeli
It is a word of Latin origin and means adorned, embellished.  It's beautiful, it's ornate.  It has ornaments.  It's a weird
woman's name.  Embelia is the name of a genus of plants in the family Myrsinaceae. 

emberracar
emberracar is incorrectly written, and should be written as Emberracarse.  being its meaning:<br>The more appropriate
term is emberracarse.  Means furious, be brave, be furious rage.  Get angry, lose their patience.

embestido
It is an inflection of RAM. It means run, be ahead, coiling, undertake, attack, assault, hit, attack, bumping, topetar,
pounce.

embetunar
In Colombia it is polishing or shining the footwear with bitumen and brush.  In Colombia it is another way of referring to
the action of polishing, bagging or stomping shoes.  Give shine to the footwear. 

embión
I think that the question is sent.  Boost strong and violent to lift a weight, is one of the modalities of weightlifting. 
Squeeze, push, push, push onslaught.  Movement or hit strong and sharp to promote something or someone.

embolador
In Colombia we say plunger to the person who provides the service of polichar, shine or Polish shoes.  Shoe Shine,
shoe shine.  In some parts of the country also tell them Oilers.

embolar
In Colombia it is another way of referring to the action of polishing or embedding shoes.  Give shine to the footwear. 

embolia
In medicine it is a piece of plaque or clot that originates in one place and travels through the bloodstream to form a
plugging or jam in a vein, artery or vessel.  It can be generated by one or more clots. 



embolsar
Store in a bag or purse.  In football language catch a ball with both arms and against the chest (the goalkeeper). 

emboñigado
In Colombia it means buttered cow dung.

emborrachándose
It's an infuffling of getting drunk.  It means getting drunk, drinking, drinking, ingesting liquor.  Getting drunk.

embotarse
In Colombia, it means be confused by the nerves.  Hinder is confused, entangled, embrollar be, bewildered,
disorientated.

embozalado
Inflection of ambush.  It means to place a muzzle on an animal. 

embozo
It means ambiguity, disguise, disguise, covered, undercover, rodeo.  Euphemism.  Do not speak clearly and directly,
indirect, satire. 

embriagada
In Colombia it means drunk, jincha, alicorada.  It can also mean obnubilada, fascinated, exalted, enthralled.  It is an
inflection of getting drunk, which means drunk, alicorarse or also extasiar, obnubilar is fascinated, exalt.

embriagado
In Colombia it means drunk.  Myhotcomments.  fortified.  Also it can be obnubilado, entranced, fascinated, rapt, exalted. 
Inflection of getting drunk, which means drunk, jincharse, fascinated, arrobar, axaltarse.

embriagadores
It means they get drunk or drunk.  For romantics in a colloquial way means they obnubilate, enchant, kill, fall in love.  
They produce ecstasy, fascinate, tuck in. 

embriagarse
It can mean getting drunk, action and drinking effect.  You may also want to say ecstasy, Marvel, Exalt, Fascinate,
Embelesarse.   Have a feeling of dizziness or ecstasy with something that alters our senses.

embriagándose
It means you're consuming liquor, getting drunk, getting ready.  It may also mean that you are in a state of fascination,
ecstasy or exaltation.

embrollado
It is an inflection of embrollar and is an adjective.  It means tangled, complicated, in trouble, confused, chaotic,
disordered, troubled, teased, confused, disconcerted, perplexed.



embrollo
In Colombia it means confusion, disorder, chaos, mess, mess mish-mash.  It is also a lie, tangle, gossip, hoax, lie,
conflict.

embromado
In Colombia and especially in the coffee, it means affected, suffering, afflicted, handicapped.

embromar
In the departments of Tolima, Valle and the Eje Cafetero (Colombia) means worry about disturb, mortify, reveal, afflict,
fret, growing restive, affect, disturb, damage, annoy, disturb.  In other parts it is once was, make jokes, hesitating, stop,
embrollar.

embrujo
In Colombia it means spell, hex, spell, fascination, attractiveness, charm, attraction, seduction, embeleso.

embuchada
In Colombia it means with an inflated stomach of both eating or drinking.  There, full.  It is also a way of referring to
something that is su-introducing or illegally (it may be a commodity or an impersonation of a person).  Deception,
cheating.  Impostora, usurper.  Person impersonating another.  

embuchado
In Colombia it means inflation both eat or drink stomach.  I ahíto, full.  It is also a way of referring to something that is
introduced in a way surreptitious or illegal (can be a commodity or an impersonation of a person).  Deceit, trap.

embuchar
In Colombia you want to fill your stomach with both eating or drinking, inflating.  Ahitar, fill, havetiar.  It is also a way of
referring to something that is su-introducing or illegally (it may be a commodity or an impersonation of a person).  Cheat,
cheat, impersonate.  Gobble, devour, swallow. 

embudo
It is a conical implement small mouth, which allows you to transfer liquid from a large container to a smaller.  Small
hopper.

embuidos
I think that they intended to ask for sausages. If sausages are works of decoration inlaid ( inlayed ) or mosaics. Sausage
from pork or stuffed with a gut.

embuído
The word embuido does not exist in Spanish, it is possible that there is in Portuguese.  It is possible that they ask for
imbued.  It is an inflection imbue meaning influence, convince.  Or also that they ask for sausage, which is a way to call
the meat that are inserted into a casing, as chorizo or the filled and ground.

embusteras
It means liars, false.  Who lie, Plural of trickster. 



embustero
It means liar.  Person who tells many lies, many lies.  Farce, infundious, entangler, messy, trickster. 

embusteros
It means liars, fakes, slanderers. 

embutida
It is a turning-point mortise, mean introduce, meter, filling, stuffing, embed, swallow, swallow, imbue.

emeici
It is the muteness of MAC.  They are two initials: Mandatory Access Control, (mandatory access Control) or Media
Access Control, (medium access Control).

emenagogo
It is the name given to a substance normally prepared based on medicinal herbs that serves to produce or regulate
menstruation.  They are controlled in use as they are usually toxic and abortive.  An example of a plant used in this
regard is the juniper of soil, cypress terrero or sabina.

emendio
It is a word in The Basque Language which means amendment, correction.  It can also mean increase or benefit. 

emergencia
Hazard, high-risk or disaster situation.  That arises or emerges in an unforeseen and impactful way.  Action or effect of
emerging.  That comes unexpectedly. 

emergente
It means it's coming out, it's coming out, it's starting to show. 

emerson
It is considered of Scandinavian origin and very old English.  It means son of Emery or also powerful man, man who has
power.  In turn, Emery means strength of the home.  Name of several Brazilian players.  Name of former Brazilian
football player.  His full name is .merson Ferreira da Rosa and he is currently a technical assistant to the Porto Alegre
Guild.  Name by which a Brazilian player who plays the Spanish Betis is known.  He is also known as Emerson Royal
and his full name is Emerson Aparecido Leite of Souza Júnior.  It is a very common male first name in Brazil.  In the
United States surname of a writer, philosopher and poet of the nineteenth century, great driver of the New Thought.  Its
full name was Ralph Waldo Emerson . 

emery
It is the surname of a second and now coach of Spanish soccer.  His full name is Unai Emery Etxegoien, currently is the
coach of Arsenal of England.  It is also a surname in the United States.

emético
It means it produces or induces vomiting.  emetic.  Vomiting is a type of vomiting medicine. 



emi
Apocope of Emilia or Emilio .  Family way of calling Emilia or Emilio.  Emi or Emy is a woman's name of English origin
and means blessed by beauty.  It is also the name of a record company and awards established by it.

emigración
It is the process by which people travel to another country, different from the one they are from, usually in search of
better opportunities. 

emigrante
Person traveling abroad.  A person who leaves his or her country or habitual residence elsewhere. 

emigro
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying I'm going, I distance myself, go out.  It is an inflection of emigrating.  It means
leaving their country, of their territory.  From, away.

emilia
Emilia is a woman's name.  Female version of Emilio.  The woman's name means the great worker, is of Latin origin. 
Emilia is also the name of a Region of Italy.  Italy of Emilia Romagna Region comprises the provinces of Piacenza,
Parma, Reggio Emilia, Modena, Ferrara and a part of Bologna.  Via Emilia: Road built by the Romans in the same area.

emilio beauchy
Emilio Beauchy Cano was one of the first photographers and journalists from Spain. He was born in 1847 and died 1928
in Seville.

eminente
It means that he excels at others for his merits, which he is ahead of him for his qualities.  He has a lot of knowledge. 
Expert, wise, light, eminence, distinguished, elevated, high, outstanding.

eminentes
It is the plural of eminent.  Means wise, louver, character, superior, differentiated, large, capable.  The person who
stands out for his intellectual skills and knowledge.

emisario
It means he's on missions.  It carries and brings messages.  Messenger, spokesperson, communicator, representative. 

emisarios
Plural of emissary.  A person who is in charge of transmitting or carry a message.  Sent, Messenger, Ambassador,
delegate and representative.

emisiones
Emissions is the plural of emission. It has several meanings. Issuance of notes or papers values is the Act of putting into
circulation of these documents so that the public has access to them. Comerciar.emision is also the transmission of
signals of radio by means of Hertzian waves. Broadcasting. It is also sending any signals in communications.
Atmospheric emissions is the sending of fumes, gases, vapours, noise, radiation, particles into the atmosphere.



emita
Diminutive of Ema.  It is a woman's name, means full of energy and is of German origin. Turning issue.  It means
radiate, dismiss, emanate, manifest, say, print, edit, disseminate.

emita-
Diminutive of Ema .  It is a woman's name, means full of energy and is of German origin.  Inflection of issuing .  It means
to radiate, dismiss, emanate, manifest, say, print, edit, disseminate.  Name of an asteroid 481 . 

emiw
It is the name of a star in the constellation Tucana (Toucan) in the Southern Hemisphere.  It has also been dubbed
HD799 by astronomers.  EMIW is the acronym used for International Workshop on Electromagnetic Induction.  The next
one will be held in Beppu, Japan, between September 7 and 13, 2024) 

emo
In Bogota it is a group or youth ghetto with special characteristics and mostly with suicidal tendencies.  His dress is
usually black or dark.  Women's makeup is grim.  They mostly use piercing.

emoliente
It is the name given to a substance that has the property of softening, softening and increasing the hydration of the skin. 
Eliminates dryness and increases the felxibility of the skin. 

emolumento
It is what is charged for a service.  Expense, which means spending, costs.

emoticón
Series of caritas which reflect the State of mind of who sends a text message by mobile.

empacadora
It is the person or machine that is dedicated to introducing products into its packaging, which makes bales or bales. 
Baler.  It is also called a baler or baler to an agricultural machinery that collects and packs in bales or bales the hay or
oats. 

empachar
In Colombia means produce boredom, cloying, annoy, bother.  Also fill up too, saturate it, hastiar it.

empagua
EMPAGUA, is the Municipal company responsible for providing water and sewer services for residents of Guatemala
City and areas of influence. An institution of production of drinking water and sanitation recognized at national and
international level.

empalagado
It means indigestible, indigestion.  It means tired, annoyed by eating much.  Inflection of cloying.  Indigestar, prevent.

empalagosa



In Colombia means foolish, tired, annoying, loathsome.  Person who uncomfortable others with his or her way of acting. 
It can also mean that it is too sweet or syrupy or that it affects digestion.  Dulzona, empachosa, indigestible, hastiante.  It
can also be used to mean that a substance is sticky, sticky.  Zalamera, flatterer.

empalizada
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, fence or Palisade, is to drag a river or pipe in a growing and wood that
can accumulate in a bend of the same.  You can also designate a fence built with wooden sticks, long and thin. 
Fencing, fence, hedge, fence, Stockade, close.

empalme
In Colombia is used to indicate a meeting between the person who leaves or is removed from a job or work, with whom
comes to succeed him or replace him.  It is common among those who work by turns and in positions of responsibility. 
He is to inform who comes of as things and notify in points should be more attention.  It is the action or effect of splicing. 
It means join, join, attach, connect, adjust, meet, flirt.  Continuity.  Road or reel short connecting a secondary route with
a primary.  Support, support.

empanada
It means that it has the appearance of bread.  It is a prepared food that has the shape of a crescent, made with a cover
of flour dough and filled with various components such as cheese, chicken, meat in different presentations (frayed,
ground), rice or potato or combinations of these ingredients. 

empanadería
Place where they make or sell empanadas. 

empantanamiento
It means staying in one place without being able to move forward.  Skating, stopping.

empañada
It means covering of vaho or steam.  opaque.  It loses transparency by steam.  That it is demeaned or murky . 
Cloth-covered or cloth-lined. 

empapelado
In Colombia it means full of work, accumulated in the office work.  It also means that it is immersed in a process that
must deal with many documents (papers).  Also means that you have against a legal process in which must prove his
innocence or defend itself against any accusation.  It means lined paper, covered or coated paper of wall coverings,
upholstered.

emparamar
In Colombia it means get very cold, frozen, numbing it.  Climate of Páramo 40 look; make cold, fall frost or fine rain and
appear mist ).  Note: There are 47% of the moors of the world in Colombia.

emparapetar
In Colombia, it means assembling an parapet.  make a protective shield, a defense, set up a barricade, a wall.  Build a
railing, Banister, balustrade, parapet and curb.  It is a synonym of protect, safeguard, Castle, defend, entrench. 
Recessed luminaire with good foundations.



emparedado
Sandwich inflection which means to enclose between four walls.  Severe punishment of antiquity .  In Colombia
sandwich, meat slices or ham and cheese that are placed on a chopped bread. 

empastillado
It means it's coated with pasta or pillage.  Person who consumes tablets, pastes, pills or staples, either to sleep, soothe
a pain or get high.  In Colombia action of placing new pickups on the brakes of vehicles.  You use tablets or pills as a
medicine. 

empastillar
In Colombia, in the slang of automotive mechanics is placed asbestos or pills new in a vehicle brake system.

empatia
It can be considered as the ability of a person to perceive and adapt to the feelings and thoughts of another person. 
Ability to recognize in other similarities, emotions and conditions that are our own and that are part of our weight and
that facilitate us to share daily life within society.  Affection that arises spontaneously for another person. 

empatía
It means mutual and balanced attraction between two people.  Sympathy, attraction, blending, identification.

empavesado
In Navy or Nautical jargon, it means very ornate boat with pennants and scallops.  It means covered in pavés.  Covered
in pavé.  It has only defense weapons.

empavorese
empavorese is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Empavorecer" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
empavorece or empavorecer. Empavorecer is to feel AWE, filled with fear, terrorize. Scare.

empavorese
empavorese is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Empavorecer" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
empavorece or empavorecer. Empavorecer is to feel AWE, filled with fear, terrorize. Scare.

empática
It means related to empathy.  It means that it is a relationship in which there is an accompaniment in pain or suffering. 
He shares feelings with others.  Friendly, affectionate. 

empático
It means you feel and understand someone else's feelings.  He identifies with the others.  Friendly, collaborator.  Who
feels empathy. 

empecatada
Sinner, guilty.  A person who is in sin, or who has committed a fault against a standard or commandment.

empecatado



It means sinner, guilty.  That is in sin.  Person who has committed a misdemeanor, a crime or a sin.

empecinarse
It means stubbornness, standing firm in a position or in a decision.  Act stubbornly or stubbornly.  Porfiar , insist , persist
. 

empedarse
empedar it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Empearse or pearse." being its meaning:<br>Get drunk,
drink, take, pearse ( sticking a pea ) , jincharse, scratching ( sticking a scratch ) get drunk ( Colombia ).

empedernida
It means you have a custom or a vice that you can't give up.  Dominated by vice. 

empedernido
It means that you can not be redeemed or exonerated.  That cannot be it corrected, unredeemed, soulless, incorrigible,
unrepentant, ruthless, rigorous, that does not change.  Persistent, recurring.

empedrada
It means covered with stones, made with stones.  Floor or street made with stones.  Cobbled, paved, enameled metal.

empellar
Mean jostling, pushing, impel, trampling, coil.

empelotarse
It is the action of removing clothes.  In Colombia it is synonymous with undressing, undress, enviringarse, peeled.

empeloto
In Colombia it means nude, no clothes.  Biringo.

empeñarse
It means striving, put hard.  Stubbornness is insisting, insist, willfulness, encaprichar is.  In Colombia it also means
borrowing much, beyond the capacity of payment.

empeño
It means hard work, effort, passion, vehemence, eagerness, tenancy, stubbornness.  Interest, purpose.  It also means
desire, longing, attempt.  It can also be action and effect of pawning, which means pledging, committing, owing, leaving
something as a pledge in a credit or loan. 

empeoran
It's a make-to-make for getting worse.  It means switching one bad situation to a worse one.  Deteriorate or further
damage something that is already wrong.  Degrade, aggravate, deteriorate, degrade, cloud, get capped.

emperatriz



Woman who rules in an empire.  Emperor.  Wife or spouse of an Emperor.  Noble title in empires, which is equivalent to
Queen. 

emperchao
It means that it integrates the patch, which is part of the group of very close friends.  That is part of the combo or gang
(closed group of friends). 

emperchao
It means that it integrates the patch, which is part of the group of very close friends.  That is part of the combo or gang
(closed group of friends). 

emperico
The correct term is empirical. A person who based his knowledge on the experience. A person who knows many things
without having studied in educational cloisters. It means practical, experimental, positive, real, experienced.

emperifollamiento idiomático
It's a sophisticated way of saying that you speak in a cultured language or in very scyming words.

emperifollar
In Colombia and especially in Bogotá, it means decorating, preening.  Fill with washers, trims and festoons.

emperifollar.
It means decorating or preening in excess.  Fix or arrange is very detail to show or display.  Deck out.

emperijilo
Inflection of emperijilar. Then decorate with great care. In Colombia we say shake. Fix profusely.

empernado
It means fastened with bolts.  In mining, it is placed in tunnels or Caverns mining wooden supports to prevent the
collapse of the roof.  Protection of wood placed in mines.

emperres
In Colombia in a colloquial manner drunkenness, tomatas, meetings that end with drunkenness.  Also used as a
synonym for stubbornness, insistence and persistence.  Inflection of emperrar, which means insisting, persisting.

empetros
It is a common aromatic and herbaceous plant in the Mediterranean basin.  Known as Samphire, sea parsley, Funcho
Marino.  Cenoyo of sea, Fenoll, Pastanaga.   The scientific name is Crithmum maritimum is of the family Apiaceae.

empiernado
It means that you are performing the sexual act. Engaged in the sexual act. In Colombia we say entrepiernado, but
taken as a vulgar Word.



empinar el codo
In Colombia, is a colloquial way of referring to take, drink, engage in drunk.  Get drunk.

empipianada
It means prepared with pipian.  Within its ingredients there pipian.  That have been soaked with pipian.

empire
English word which means Empire.

empitonar
It is a way of referring an a bull Goring.  Goring, ramming action.

empíreo
It means firmament, celestial sphere, sky, paradise.   Glory, heavenly, divine, paradisiacal. 

emplasto
It is a layer of sticky or thick substance that is applied for therapeutic purposes.  It is usually coated with a fabric. 

emplastro
It is the same as plaster or dressing.  It is a cover of gauze, cotton or other sterilized material that is used to place on top
of wounds.  Patch, poultice, plaster, dressing. 

emplazar
It means requesting the presence, notifying someone that they must go to an appointment, that they must appear or
show up.  Quote. 

emplumar
It means decorate with feathers.  Place feather adornments or clothing.

empomar
In Colombia it is synonymous with catching, grabbing, catching, pañaring, manageing, catching something that goes
through the air, like a ball or a ball.  Grab in the air, catch in flight.

emporar
Emporar is a word used in southern Colombia and Ecuador, which means eliminating pores fill, spackling, plaster.  It
refers to the action properly and non-porous paste a tile, veneer or tile.

emporio
It means center, focus, market.  Site where merchants meet to exchange or sell products.  Nucleus, base, headquarters,
warehouse, winery. 

emporrado
It means marijuana, drugged, stuck.  A person who is under the effects of a joint or marijuana.



empostar
Empostar means to hoist or place the poles or supports in a transmission network.  Adhering to the possibility of
question that Jorge says, Impostar (in Music) is to control the level and intensity of the voice to be able to emit a uniform
sound and in its fullness, without hesitation or tremor.  Broadcast a paused, clear and serene voice.

empozar
Form small water wells, ponds.  It means hold, contain, or dam. 

emprestar
It is the action or effect of making loans.  Get loans.  It is to facilitate economic resources in advance.  Means providing,
anticipate, anticipate, help, mortgage.

emproblemado
It means got into trouble, got in trouble.  Tangled, encroached, involved.

emproblemar
It means get in trouble, difficulties or problems.  Cause indirect harm to a third party.

empuercar
It means filling with dirt or dirt.  Dirty, filth.

empuña
It is an inflection of grip.  It means closing the fist or hand in order to paste to another.  It is also a force to grip something
elongated by one end or close the hand to protect something small.  Grab, take, hold, brandish, tighten.

empuñadura
Part of an object that is used to be grasped or held in the hand (fist).  It usually refers to weapons or tools.  Handle,
handle, handle. 

emputado
In Colombia and in a vulgar way, it means furious, furious, rabid.  It is also used in the same fucking way. 

emputarse
In Colombia, get enraged, get in a bad temper, rage. 

emulable
It means it can be imitated.

emulsificante
It is the name given to a substance that is used to keep an emulsion stable.  You can also use emulsifying, emulsifying
or surfactant terms.  In the latter case it is an anglilicism caused by the contraction of "surface active agent".  It helps to
keep mixing two unspiccible substances. 



en ante
It is a preposition of our language which means front, in the presence of, compared to before.  It is also one of the
common names that receives the suede.  It is a kind of cloth or velvet-like fabric.  Cloth, baize.  It is also the name of an
animal of the family of antelopes.  It lives in flocks and very rugged mountains.  Skin curated from the same animal, with
which are made gloves and jackets.  Rupicabra, Antelope, chamois, chamois, sarria.  Its scientific name is Rupicapra
rupicapra and belongs to the family Bovidae.  In some parts also Suede, and say anta to Moose.

en aras de
It means "in favor of", "for the benefit of", "in the interest of" or "for" .  It should not be considered as its meaning "for" or
"in order to".

en argentina babada
This word refers to a region of the extremities which is formed in the muscle and tendon that articulates with the femur
with the tibia and patella which has a liquid like a slime that has the four-legged animals, is equivalent to the knee of the
human, which is said as the stifle joint. Anca, thigh, leg, limb.

en blanco
In Colombia it means without scoring points or goals.  Zero.  It is also used to mean that you spent the night without
sleep, for which we also use "awake". 

en carniceria
carnage is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 butchers; should be 41 tilde;." being its
meaning:<br>Butcher, butcher can also be said wants to cite the site where they sell meat to the retail or retail. Shop for
meat, tablajeria. It also refers to a slaughterhouse, slaughter of livestock site. In carnage can also manifest a slaughter
of people for war, conflict, war or disaster. Killing.

en cueros
In Colombia it is the same as naked, undressed, empeloto, without clothes.  Viringo, found, in balls. 

en detrimento
It means to prejudice, in damage, impairment.

en la brecha
It means in a small space or time lapse.  In a small intermeso or separation between two important events.  In Rest or
Suspension .  In Colombia gap is a space that exists between two things.  Opening, crack, space, hollow, slit, crack,
hole, hole, break, crack, crack, crack, or dryness.  It also means path, path, path, trail, sidewalk.

en la inopia
In Colombia it means without any money or economic resources.  It is equivalent to saying peeled, without a rubric,
decoupled.  In absolute or Franciscan poverty. 

en la olla
It is an expression used in Colombia to reflect a very bad economic situation.  To be in a situation of calamity.  Tragic or
calamitous situation.  Pass great afugias or needs. 



en las barbas&#40; de esos árabes&#41;
In beards, or his own beard, is a phrase that means on your own face, in front of.  It refers to a way of challenging
someone directly, demonstrating power.  Before their eyes.  Front, front.

en par patadas
In Colombia we use the expression " In par kicked " to signify that something is made quickly, quickly, quickly, without
any delay, in short period of time, immediately.

en que zona se usa la palabra traspellado
He has suffered many missteps or tripping hazards in the life. Poor. Impoverished.

en un instante,en brevísimo tiempo
These two phrases ( or a single if you want to ) they mean almost the same thing. In an instant it means at the same
time, while in very short time may be slightly longer. However, both want to mean things to pass or run in a short period
of time, which can be a few seconds. Now, immediately, now.

en un periquete
It means in a very short period of time.  In Colombia we also use the locutions : in a flight, in a flight, in a heartbeat, in a
breath, in an oatmeal, in a two by three, in the blink of an eye, in an instant, unless a rooster sings.  It can also mean
chaos, disorder, unrulyness.  Derived from paralyc. 

en un tris
It means very quickly, in a short span of time.  TRIS is synonymous in Colombia of little, scarce, minimum, pisca, scarce.
 Abbreviation in organic chemistry of trisaminometano.

en venezuela que son los colectivos armados?
It is a community paramilitary organization that is armed and seudopreparada, who defended the Chavez government
and now defends the madurista.

enable
In English it means to authorize, allow, enable, teach, train, empower, organize, prepare, provide.  Adapt, dispose,
accredit. 

enados
The correct term is deer. It is one of the names that you have to the Odocoileus virginianus, also called Mazamas,
Mazatl ( 41 Nahuatl language; or white-tailed deer. they belong to the family Cervidae.

enagüillas
Plural and diminutive of petticoat.  Clothes in the manner of saya or skirt that men sometimes wear.  Skirt or saya, small
male. 

enagüita
It's a small petticoat.  Diminutive of petticoat.  It is the name of a feminine interior garment, which resembles a small skirt
of steamy fabric.  Background, nagua, saya .



enajenar
It means transferring ownership to another, ceding the domain of a good.  To return to another something that is own. 
Give, donate, sell, mortgage, assign.

enaliarctos
It is the name of an extinct genus of sea lions that existed in the Oligocene-Miocene.

enaltecedla
Inflection of highness.  It means enlarge, enlarge, glorify, encumbrate, exalt.  It can also mean praising, praising,
honoring.

enano
Person of short stature.  Person suffering from dwarfism.  In Colombia colloquially child, infant. 

enantiornitas
Castellanization of the term Enantiornithes .  It means opposite birds or counterfacts .  They take this name because it
presents the scapula and the coracoid to the current birds in the opposite way.  It was a group of Cretaceous birds
(Enantiornithes).

enarbolar
It means lifting force, izar, stand tall, waving, brandishing, grip.

enarcadas
It means they have the appearance or shape of arches.  It's arch-shaped.  Inflection of enarcar. 

enardecida
It is an inflection of Rouse.  It means being furious with rage.  Irritate, anger, anger, turn, flurried.  Losing his sanity. 
Furious, raging, brava, furious, angry.

enbelesado
That view flicker-free something. Smitten. Lelo. Stunned, with embeleso. Attentive.

enbelesado
enbelesado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Spellbound" being its meaning:<br>Trapped, have put
attention staring at something

enbotellada
enbotellada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bottled" still its meaning:<br>The correct term is bottled. It
means stuck in a bottle, enclosed. When it comes to football it means that a team or selection is defending in his field
without get out to attack ( Horseshoe ).

encabe
In Colombia it means putting a butt, handle or handle to a tool.  It is an inflection of encabar.



encacahuatado
You mean greased, whitewashed or stuffed with peanut sauce.

encajado
It means kept in a box.  It is also an inflection of fit.  You want to say put, mortise, embed, set, match, attach, hurt, hurt. 
Contain, receive, endure, tolerate.

encalada
It means that applied you or added lime.  Also which has bleached (a wall).  Agricultural practice apply lime to the soil, to
adjust the pH.

encaletar
Enter in a Cove.  Keep valuables in a well camouflaged site.  It means hide, save, hide.

encalichar
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is damaging the quality of the water and make it useless for drinking or
watering livestock.  In this region, told caliche to iron oxide, so for them, encalichar is filled with rust water, give bad
taste.

encalillado
You mean restless, uneasy, nervous.  In Colombia we say also aculillado.

encalipto
It is a moss of broad leaves, common in Spain.  They can also ask for Eucalyptus.  It is one of the common names of an
Australian-born aromatic leaf tree.

encallar
It means stranding in the sand, getting caught or stuck in the sand (referring to a boat). 

encallo
It is an inflection of running aground.  It means beach is, stuck, capsize, shipwreck, sink, beach.

encalomar
It means climbing, climbing, climbing, ascending.  Climb to an elevated place. 

encaminadas
It means they lead or lead to something.  They have an end or purpose. 

encamotarse
In the South of Colombia and Ecuador it means falling in love, becoming fond.  Getting confused in your thoughts and
feelings. 

encanelados



Plural of encanelado .  It means they have cinnamon, which has been added cinnamon as a seasoning.  In Colombia it
is a way to prepare a ripe banana in syrup and cinnamon (it is so called charmed or ribbed banana).  It's customary as
dessert.  They taste like cinnamon. 

encapuchados
Plural of hooded.  It is used hooded.  People who use masks, balaclavas and hoods that cover her face to avoid being
identified.

encaramandose
encaramandose is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Encaramándo_" is still its meaning:<br>It is a term used
in Colombia which means climb, climb, climb.

encaramarse
In Colombia it means climbing, climbing, climbing, climbing.  It can also mean going back, progressing, assembling.

encarar
In Colombia it means to face, challenge, confront, challenge, contest, fight.  Put on your face.

encaraxis
It means scraping or scarification.  It is a surgical procedure in which tissue is scraped.

encariñarse
Go taking affection from someone or something progressively.  Sympathize, get used to it, fall in love.

encarmenados
It is an inflection of chastening, which means correcting, punishing, punishing, rebuking, disciplining.  It also means
hurting, learning, experimenting.  Corrected, punished, sanctioned, reprimanded, disciplined, hurt. 

encarna
In Colombia family way of calling a woman named Encarnación .  It is the action of baiting hunting dogs with viscera of
prey, especially deer, deer or other mountain animals. 

encarnecida
Ancarnecer inflection, which means taking meats, becoming more corpulent or thicker.  It is also used as a synonym for
fierce, which means violent, bloodthirsty, bloody.  It generates many injuries and bloodshed.  No truce, no quarter,
intense, ruthless.  . 

encarnizarse
It means attacking with ferocity, bloody and cruel way.  Pursue or attack wild, relentless, so viciously, with anger.  Attack
without mercy, to chop up, kill or destroy.

encaro
It's a flea to face.  It means to face, face, fight, fight.  Place the faces face to front.



encaromar
I think that they ask for climb. That means climb, ride, climb, climb, climb. raise. There is the possibility that the question
is by Encalomar. The word if it exists and is used in Spain to signify that it is forcing or forcing someone to do something
that does not want to, against their will.

encarrujado
It means frizzy, curly, curly.  It has the shape of crespo, hoop, ring or curl.  Twisted.  This term is used in southern
Colombia and Ecuador. 

encarrujarse
It means curling, curling, twisting (twisting).  Give shape of crespos or ensortijar.  Fold with small wrinkles.  It is a term
used in southern Colombia and ecuador. 

encartado
In Colombia it means complicated, crowded with problems.  Person who is entrusted with a very difficult mission to
execute.  You have several issues to attend to simultaneously.  Unblemled. 

encauchetado
It means rubber-coated.

encausto
Encaustics is a small cauterization, which can be done without the need to burn with fire.  You can do with the
application of a caustic substance ( burning, without fire ).  An example is to apply silver nitrate to a petty or wart.

encáustica
It means concerning the indict, which is a special preparation of wax and water used to preserve the paint.  It is made
with hot wax. 

encebollado
It means it has onion, which is coated with chopped onion.  In Colombia it is a presentation of beef liver, prepared
roasted and with quite chopped onion. 

encefalopatía espongiforme bovina
It is a nerve and degenerative disease of cattle which is also known as mad cow disease.  It can be transmitted to
humans by eating contaminated meat.  It is called Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, which leads to dementia and death.

encenegar
Means getting between ooze, get between the mud.  Enlodar is, is muddy.  It also means give or surrender to the vices
and perdition.  Get lost, be abandoned.

encerar
In Colombia it means covering with a layer of wax any surface in order to give it shine.  Polyester, shine, shine. 

encerrona



Situation prepared in advance among several, to force someone to act in a way that does not accept or approve.  Agree
between several to harm someone.  Block.  Celada, trap, ploy, deception.  It can also mean confinement, quartering.  In
the art of Cúchares, deal or bullfighting in private.

encetar
It means start, start, open, start.  It can also mean ulcerating, sore, scraping, hurting or nibbling, biting, cutting.  Encentar
. 

encélado
The correct term is Enceladus ( it is npmbre own ).  It is the name of one of Saturn's moons, where perhaps there is
some form of life.  In Greek mythology was the name of a giant, who was killed by Zeus lightning and buried under
Mount Etna.

enchido
enchido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Swelled" being its meaning:<br>It means alborozado, proud,
exultant, excited, happy, happy.

enchilado
It is an inflection of enchilar.  It means preparing Chiles, adding peppers, spicy.  Also want to say bravo, angry, furious,
boar, berreondo, horny, fucking.  It also means red, colorado, bermejo, chilli color.

enchivarse
It means getting angry, irritated, getting angry, getting angry, becoming angry or furious.  Getting drunk. 

enchoclar
In Colombia it means docking, inserting, entering, fitting, entering, implanting.  Achieve inserting or inserting one object
into another in such a way that it is joined or complemented. 

enchoyao
Enchoyado is also used.  It means compact, tight, solid, bulky.  In this way it is used on the Atlantic Coast of Colombia
(coastal language).  In other regions it means cocky, vain, believed, petulant.  In the Department of La Guajira, in
Colombia, it means lazy, apathetic, lazy. 

enchumbar
In Colombia, it can mean catching or saturating water or fat.  It can also mean that a fruit stays hard, does not mature
properly and lacks natural sweetness.  Enchumbarse.  Harden, do not soften, do not mature.

enchuspado
In Colombia and especially in the Valle del Cauca, it means to store or wrap in a paper bag.  Pack in a steak or bag. 
Bag, save, pack.  In the sport of football, the play in which a goalkeeper catches a ball with both arms is thus told,
pressing it against his chest, boxing.

enciforme
The correct term is ensiform, with s.  In Botany is a kind of leaf according to their shape.  It means in the form of sword
or saber.  It has two sharp edges.



encime
In Colombia it is the same as yapa or bandage.  It is a product, usually bread, which is delivered in gift to the buyer for
being a regular customer.

encimera
It is a flat and elongated surface, made of resistant materials (wood, steel, marble or ceramic), which is part of the
furniture of a kitchen.  It is also known as mesada or inn. 

encino
It is the name of a town and municipality in the Santander Department, Colombia.  It is one of the common names of a
timber tree.  It is also called chaparro, carrasca or chaparra.  Its scientific name is Quercus ilex and it belongs to the
Fagaceae family. 

encinta
It means pregnant, pregnant, pregnant, gravida.  Woman who's expecting baby.

encías
Plural gum.  It is the name of the mucous tissue that surrounds the teeth.  Mucous tissue of the oral cavity, which
surrounds the teeth. 

encíclica
It is the name given to a Solemn Letter addressed by the Supreme Pontiff (Holy Father or Pope) to all the bishops and
faithful of the Catholic world. 

enclaustrada
It means internal, internal or stored in a cloister, convent or institution.  Internal, enclosed, secluded, pre-held, retained,
protected, sheltered, incommunicado, isolated.

enclaustramiento
It means locking themselves in a cloister.  Withdraw or isolated from others.  Usually it is an enclosure by their own free
will.  Withdrawing, enclosed, isolated, depart.

enclenque
It means lack of strength, weak.  Entifable, sick, spinal, malnourished.

enclenques
Plural of WIMP.  It means weak, emaciated, matter, weak, sickly, esmirriados, stunted, starving.

encochinar
In Colombia colloquially means defaming, slandering, discrediting, denigrating.  Significantly deteriorate the image or
honor of a person.  Disgrace.  In dirty, mumulsing, entangling.

encocoro
It is an inflection of encocorar. Means, annoy, bother, bother, fuck ( for Colombians ) disgust, anger, hastiar.



encogidas
It's a shrinking inflection.  It means dwindling, shrinking, decreasing, or also, shortening, contracting, retracting. 
Reduced in size.

encojar
Hurt or injure on one foot.  Leave lame, leave rejo. 

encomiable
It means that he is worthy to be highlighted, valued or praised.  That is should ponder it much performed.  Ensalzable,
commendable, plausible.

encomiar
In Colombia it means praise, to name with much appreciation or with much predilection.  Praise, appreciate, apologise,
praise, clap, weight, enclose, flatter.  It also means dedicating yourself fully to doing something.  Dedicate yourself with
hard and with every effort to execute something.

encomienda
In Colombia it means custom, please, service.  I order or request another to perform a task.   It also means package that
is mailed, remittance.  In the time of the Colony was a type of tax or tax that was paid with physical work.

encomio
In Colombia, you want to say with much appreciation or dedication.   Praise, appreciation, apology, loa, applause,
weighting, glorification, flattery.

enconcharse
It means bending down, shrinking to protect the face and body. 

encono
You want to say animosity, grudge, hatred, repulsion, Sana'a, tirri, inquina resentment.  In Colombia is also called rancor
to a pustule or grain.

encoñarse
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast it means falling madly in love, obsessing, becoming infatuated. 

encopetada
Lady of great loan or boasting of her.  Aristocrat, lady, stately, linajuda, noble, abolengo, illustrious, distinguished,
cachaca.  It can also mean vain, proud, superb, smug.

encopetado
Person of great poise or that boasts of it.  Aristocrat, Lord, noble, linajudo, noble, illustrious lineage, distinguished, COP.

encopresis
It is the lack of anal sphincter control in children.  Fecal incontinence . 



encrespáronae
encresparonae is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Encresparonse." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Encresparonse. It is an inflection of curling. It means be curls in the hair, ensortijar hair. In Colombia curling also
means to be brave, bad temper.

encrespáronse
It is an inflection of curling or curling.  It means to make curls or crepes.  In Colombia it also means getting irritated,
enraged, angered.  Becoming furious or short-tempered.  Agitating, moving affected by the strong wind. 

encrewspadas
The correct term is frizzy.  Plural of curled.  It means having frizzy, forming crespones, which have loops or undulations. 
Ensortijada, crisp, curly, wavy, escarolada.  When it refers to the waves of the sea, it means sea agitated or better.

encriptado
It means protected with a key or a code.  It is an inflection of encrypt.  It means to protect or hide using a key.  Hide,
hide, save, make.  It is a term used in computer science.

encriptar
It means stored at a crypt or URN.  Also means put a code or key, secure, hide under the key.  It is a term used in
computer science.

encrispar
It means exacerbating, exasperated, angry, enraging, irritating or crunching.  Alter the mood.  Alter nerves, irritate. 

encubierto
To say that through the support of the authorities hide their true personality or identity to protect important witness or to
investigate some important case.  Hidden, disguised, protected, disguise, spy.

encuellar
It means trying to hang.  Hands on someone's neck and tighten with mood drown him or strangle him.  In the oil industry
is sticking or join two pieces of pipe welding.  Also tie, fasten or join two tubes during drilling.  Join or fasten a drill tubes.

encuerada
It means naked, undressed, peeled, viringa, no clothes. 

encuerado
In Colombia it means naked, vitilingo.  I empeloto, bare, stripped naked.

encular
In Central America, and especially in Guatemala and El Salvador means falling in love head over heels, swallow,
encoñar, encacorrarse (Vulgarisms).

end
It is an English language word, which means end, end.  It's over, it's over.



ende
There, in that place.  Of this.  It is a term of Latin origin.  The adverbial locution therefore means that something that is
said is a consequence of something said earlier.  Therefore, in the same way, accordingly or therefore, so that, in such a
way that. 

endeble
It means weak, low resistance, lazy.  It means lacking strength, weak.  Puny, sickly, stunted, malnourished.  Vulnerable. 

endeblez
It is a defect that manifest weakness, vulnerability, fragility and inconsistency.  It is enclenque, esmirriado, loose.

endeca
It is a Greek prefix meaning eleven.  Having once, which are eleven.

endechado
Plaintive chants in honor of someone who died, laments. Grieved, heartbroken, plaintive, mourners, grieving. Songs of
the mourners ( is traditional in the North coast of Colombia 41. Mourners.

endemicas
endemic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Endemic" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is endemic (
with tilde ).  They want to own that site, native.  Of that same place, native.  That you exist only in that place.

endemismo
It is a term used in Biology and Ecology.  It refers to a species either animal or plant that is only found in a well-defined
or determined region.  An endemism is an animal or plant that is only found within an ecosystem of one territory and is
not found elsewhere. 

endémicas
Feminine and plural of endemic.  It means that they are species of animals or plants that are typical of a single
well-defined region.  That they exist only in one place or territory. 

endémico
It means that only exists in a given region or place.  It is also a disease that occurs only in certain regions.  Regular,
permanent, constant.


